Message:

Districting should not give heavily populated areas more weight than the rural areas of Texas.

I want any new district map to fairly represent the voting patterns of Texas. In Texas, all of our statewide officials are Republican. Therefore, any new Congressional seats awarded to Texas as a result of the increase of the Texas population should represent the voting pattern of the state of Texas which is conservative. Texas is the successful state it is due to our conservative values.

I want the new map to reflect one person, one vote as provided in the US Constitution. It is important to me that districts are created so that there is approximately equal voting power in each district, meaning equal voting power of people legally eligible to vote.

Further, any culture or race should not be given favor or unfair advantage to manipulate the districting and voting process just so a member of their culture gets elected. That is not fair or American, that is manipulation for corrupt political gain.

Please protect Texas against this dangerous liberal agenda, so Texas does not end up destroyed like California or New York or other failed liberal states.